POETRY IN MOTION: CANAANITE RULERSHIP
AND AEGEAN NARRATIVE ART AT TEL KABRI
Fragmentary and often debated, the evidence of Minoan/Cycladic miniature narrative
fresco art is still the most significant for the existence of Aegean epic(s) during the second
millennium BCE.1 In her innovative 1989 article, Sarah Morris argued that "...the Theran
frieze might be perceived as a chapter in the History of Aegean narrative, beyond its generic
panorama of Aegean life.'2
However, miniature frescoes are not common in the Aegean world, and even less
common outside the Aegean area. They are found at only four sites within the Aegean: Knossos
(Grandstand, sacred Grove and Dance frescoes); Tylissos House A; Akrotiri West House; and
Ayia Irini. The discovery, by Kempinski and Niemeier, of a fragmentary miniature wall fresco
within a large Middle Bronze Age Canaanite palace at Kabri (Pl. XXXVIIIa) is therefore an
important addition to the corpus, and is the first to be found outside the Aegean region.
We fully accept Niemeier and Niemeier's conclusion that "...the style and iconography
of the Alalakh, Tell el-Dab'a and Kabri frescoes are consistent with those of genuine Aegean
fresco paintings and very different from anything else known from the Levant and Egypt."3
The style of the Kabri frescoes has been thoroughly discussed by many prominent scholars,
including Niemeier and Niemeier, Sherratt, Hankey, Rehak, and others.
However, very little has been said about their meaning to the Canaanite elite commissioning
them, apart from considering them to be an exotic prestige item, enhancing the standing of the
commissioning ruler as one possessing esoteric knowledge of far-away regions. 4 Furthermore,
it has not been explained why — at Kabri — the Syrian artistic tradition, dedicated to glorifying
the king, was abandoned in favor of the Aegean style, which is notorious for the implicity, or
even the invisibility, of depictions of rulers.
Therefore, in this paper we shall combine evidence from the excavations of Kempinski
and Niemeier with the first results from our renewed field project and regional study, in order
to produce a preliminary portrait of the Canaanite ruler of Kabri and his times, and to suggest
some possible reasons for the commissioning of such an Aegean narrative fresco.
The Renewed Kabri excavations
In the Summer of 2005, excavations in the palace of Kabri were resumed by the current
authors. Three different areas were excavated, in order to establish the extent of the palace and
to determine a field strategy for the future (Pl. XXXVIIIb). These were as follows:
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1. D West: the area of the possible throne room, close to the findspot of the frescoes and
the supposed northern closing wall of the palace;
2. D South: in the area of the presumed southern court of the palace; 5
3. D North: outside the palace, according to Kempinski's reconstruction; 6 now lying
between the avocado trees.
In area D West, the wall which was identified by the previous excavators as the northern
external wall of the MB palace was found to actually be a Byzantine terrace, 7 below which a
four-meter-thick internal wall of the palace was found (Pl. XXXIXa).
In area D North, we found that the plaster floors of the palace continue farther to the
east, lying below the avocado trees. This indicates that the Middle Bronze (MB) IIB palace is
considerably larger than originally estimated by the previous excavators. It is at least 3000-4000
sq. m., rather than 2000 sq. m., and extends farther to the north, east, and west than previously
thought.
In areas D North and D South, destruction deposits, including restorable local pottery,
burnt organic material, and imported Cypriot pottery, were discovered. These provide further
chronological data for dating the violent destruction of the palace to the MB IIC period, rather
than to the LB I period, as was previously suggested.
The end of the Kabri palace was dated by the previous excavators by virtue of an amphora
made of chocolate on white ware discovered in the palace. 8 This pottery style begins in the
later MB IIB (or MB IIG) period and continues to the LB lb period. 9 At Tell el-Dab'a, a sherd
termed "proto-Chocolate on White" was assigned by Fischer to stratum e / 2 : the late Hyksos
period or very early 18th dynasty. 10 In addition, Cypriot White-Painted (WP) V vessels, including
zoomorphic ones, were found in the palace at Kabri during the previous excavations. 11 Based
on the pottery from the palace, as well as from tomb 903 which also yielded two scarabs with
the name of the Hyksos ruler Yakebamw, Kempinski, Gershuni and Scheftelowitz dated the end
of phase 3 of the palace to the MB II period, and more specifically to the 17th century BCE.12
However neither the pottery nor the scarabs can be dated exclusively to the 17"' century, and
can very likely also belong to the 16th century BCE.
Another indication for the end of phase 3 is given by the Cypriot pottery discovered
at Kabri. At Tell el-Dab'a, Cypriot Base Ring (BR) I ware and White Slip (WS) I ware both
make their first appearance in stratum d.13 This is the very stratum which yielded the Minoan
paintings (near Palace F), and which is now dated by Bietak to the early 18th dynasty, during
the early years of the joint reign of Thutmose III and Hatshepsut. 14 In contrast, no Cypriot BR
I or WS I ware has yet been found among the abundant Cypriot sherds in the palace at Kabri,
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nor indeed among the dozens of Cypriot sherds and vessels found elsewhere at the site.15
This would suggest that the paintings at Kabri must be dated earlier than the paintings at Tell
el-Dab'a, i.e. prior to the early 18th dynasty. Moreover, since WS I ware first appears in LB Ia
contexts in the southern Levant,16 the present evidence suggests that the palace at Kabri was
destroyed before Palace F and its Minoanizing frescoes was built at Tell el-Dab'a.
We have not yet found any additional fragments of wall fresco, despite the fact that
we have completed the excavation of the room near the entrance of which the frescoes were
deposited. However, we have found evidence that suggests the "use phase" of the frescoes in
the palace should be redated.
The fragments of wall fresco were found by Kempinski and Niemeier in and next to
Threshold 698, located between Hall 611 and Room 740, where they had been reused as
packing material (Pl. XXXIXb). This fill was set in place after the ashlar blocks of the threshold
orthostats in Hall 611 were removed. 17 Niemeier suggested that the fragments of the wall
fresco were used to fill the gap caused by the removal of the orthostats from Hall 611 during
a "squatter phase" dating to sometime after Phase 3c. l8 However, we would like to suggest an
alternative option, that the deposition of the fresco fragments was not the work of looters, as
has been previously suggested, but rather was conducted during a major renovation project
within the lifetime of the palace.
We have discovered that the walls of Room 740, perhaps to be identified as the throne
room, were considerably thickened at some point in time, effectively halving the area of the
room, and no doubt changing its use (Pl. XL). This created an unusually deep threshold (i.e.
Threshold 698), which was not paved with ashlar orthostats, unlike elsewhere in the palace, but
rather was deliberately filled with the fallen fresco fragments.
During the same time, as already noted by Kempinski and others, 1 -' two new walls (W618
and W645) were constructed, cutting the large room to the NE of Hall 611 into two smaller
rooms (607 and 667) and thus also altering its use. The threshold between them was, similarly
to 698, also not paved with orthostats. We believe that these drastic renovations to Rooms 740,
607, and 667 are linked to a change in the use of Hall 611. We would therefore suggest that
renovations were also made to Hall 611 during this same period of construction, resulting in
the removal of the orthostats, followed by the deposition and reuse of the fresco fragments
as packing material underneath Threshold 698 and within a gap left by the removal of the
orthostats from the interior wall of Hall 611. This major renovation to the palace, which either
included or immediately postdated the removal and destruction of the wall frescoes, and which
include the thickening of the walls around Room 611 to ca. four meters wide, could not have
been carried out by squatters living in the palace after its destruction.
If our reconstruction is correct, the original painted floor and the wall fresco do not
simply belong to the phase after the renovation of the palace (Kempinski's Phase 3c), but date
instead to a phase before the renovation. It is during the renovation that the wall fresco is torn
down and reused as packing material under Threshold 698 and elsewhere.
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In sum, the evidence of the Cypriote pottery found in the palace, and elsewhere at Kabri,
puts the end of the last phase of the palace — phase 3c (the Middle Bronze Age) — perhaps prior
to the beginning of the 18th dynasty in Egypt. However, dating the removal and deposition of
the Kabri frescoes to before phase 3d results in a new, and earlier, relative chronology for the
frescoes at Tel Kabri. We would tentatively suggest that the "use" period of the frescoes, i.e. the
time when the frescoes were actually attached to the wall and served to decorate the interior
of the palace, was during the pre-renovation phase of the palace, which is dated to the middle
part of the MB IIB period. Although much additional work is needed to pinpoint the absolute
chronology of the Kabri frescoes, our suggested redating of the frescoes in the palace at Tel
Kabri would make them considerably earlier than the Tell el-Dab'a Thutmoside frescoes, and
perhaps nearly contemporary with the Acrotiri frescoes on Santorini, which they so closely
resemble. 20
Iconography of Rulership at Mari and in the Levant in contrast to the Aegean
The palaces themselves, as well as their decoration and palatial figurative art in the Middle
Bronze Age, reflect the power ideology of the rulers. Thus, Margueron argues that the palace
of Mari "...is the expression of the political system that it magnifies: it shapes the space for the
benefit and glory of the king, it establishes an environment dedicated to glorifying him."21
And indeed, the artistic programs everywhere in the palace of Mari were heavily concerned
with the interaction between rulership and the divine.22 For example, in the chapel of Ishtar
(room 132), dating back to the sakkanakku period (20th century BCE), the ruler is involved in
an offering scene to the goddess and presenting a libation to Sin, the moon god. 23
Those who were granted an audience with the king in his throne room were paraded
through iconography glorifying the ruler and his divine sanction. First, they waited in the
Court of the Palms (room 106), which contained the famous scene of investiture in which the
goddess Ishtar is shown giving the ruler the insignia of power: the ring and the rod. 24 Other
scenes in the same court included a sacrificial scene, in which a giant king dwarfs the other
participants in the procession. 25 The symbolism of the divine sanction continued in the next
room, the vestibule to the throne room, in which a goddess on a podium issued purifying
water.26 Finally, the magnificently large throne room itself drew all attention to the throne on
the podium and to the ruler who sat upon it.27 Even the private apartments of the king on the
second floor were covered in murals adoring and praising the personae of the ruler, including
hunting exploits, military victories, and homage giving.28
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Iconography in Middle Bronze Age Palestine shows much similarity to Syrian iconography
of approximately the same period, not least in the strong tendency to depict a clear portrayal
of power focusing on the central figure: either the ruler himself or a deity. For instance, in
Syria, monumental art containing multiple figures was almost entirely preoccupied with the
persona of the ruler; thus we see that the most elaborate scenes from MB II Ebla, especially
those carved on the limestone and basalt basins, depict royal banquets, presided over by the
ruler. 29 Similarly, in Palestine, almost all artistic media were aimed towards depictions of the
ruler, including a statue and an LBI bronze plaque from Hazor, stelai from Shechem and Tell
Beit Mirsim, scarabs from Barkai, Jericho and elsewhere, and cylinder seals belonging to the
"green jasper group" from Tell el-'Ajjul, Tell el-Far'a and Tell Beit Mirsim.30
In contrast, Middle Bronze Age Aegean art does not clearly depict any ruler. 31 Unlike
the art of Mesopotamia and Egypt,32 Aegean art does not have the "perspective of importance"
showing more important figures, such as depicting the ruler larger than the rest of the people. 33
Even if a king is present in the miniature fresco from the West House, as argued by Marinatos, 34
his presence is far from being conspicuous. The reason for this discrepancy is debated, but may
be due to a peculiar Minoan governing system based on a collective of decision makers, rather
than an absolute monarchy. 35
Rulership at Kabri
During the Middle Bronze Age, large centers in the area of the Galilee, such as Hazor
and Ijon, and in the immediate vicinity of Kabri, such as Akko and Mishal (Tel Keisan), are
cited by the Egyptians in the later (Posner) Group of the Execration Texts as each having a
single ruler. It is very likely that Kabri had a similar rulership system.36
Furthermore, if Kabri is indeed the Rehob mentioned in the Execration Texts, we also
know the name of one of its rulers. The king at Kabri/Rehob had a distinctly Amorite name,
Yakmus-'Amu (ya-k-m-s-'-mu).37 Amorite kingship at Kabri had a long history during the Middle
Bronze Age, for the palace at Kabri itself, the very center of the king's power, had a continuous
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history spanning centuries. The earlier, and now our renewed, excavations have demonstrated
that the palace — or a proto-palace — existed at Kabri already in the MB IIA period. 38
In addition to everything already mentioned above, during the 2005 season at Tel Kabri,
we found — in area D North — both plaster floors and walls lying directly below those of the
MB IIB palace. It is clear that these are from an earlier palace at Kabri, which is quite possibly
just as large as the final one.
Each MB II polity created its own landscape of power with regard to the ruler, which
was manifested in monumental architecture. Massive earthen ramparts were built around the
central settlement, requiring the extensive efforts of hundreds and even thousands of workers. 39
At Kabri, as at other sites, these works were so massive that they changed forever the shape
of the tell. As such, besides their use as fortifications, they also had an ideological value — an
everlasting demonstration of the power of the ruler to mobilize manpower and to physically
change the landscape of his kingdom.
During the height of its power, the 32 ha. site of Kabri ruled a territory extending from
the Carmel ridge in the south to the Sulam ridge on the north, with at least 31 smaller sites and
ca. 30,000 inhabitants under its control. 40 These included secondary fortified cities, such as
the 15 ha. site of Acco, the 7.5 ha. site of Achziv, and the site of Tel Aphek (north). Even some
tertiary sites were heavily fortified, such as the 3.2 ha. Tell Avdon, which was strengthened with
a glacis.
The power of the king extended beyond the walls of Kabri, of course. The open cult
place at the coastal site of Nahariya, 41 used for the cult of mariners, was doubtlessly under the
protection of the king of Kabri (Pl. XLIa). This area was watched over by a fort, 42 most likely
a harbour fort, which would have defended the traded goods which poured into the kingdom
from Cyprus and elsewhere.
If the tell of Kabri dominated the landscape of the plain, and the Nahariya shrine and
fort was a landmark for those who came by sea, the fort of Ein Tamir reflected the power of the
rulership in the mountainous region. 43 Spectacularly located above Nahal Khziv, and very close
to the later Crusader fort of Montfor (Pl. XLIb), Ein Tamir may have been either a large border
fortress or a summer residence; either would have served the king of Kabri well.
If we may go a bit further afield, the similarity in the structure of power between the
polities in Middle Bronze Age Syria and the polity at Kabri is best observed in the functional
aspects of the design of the innermost loci of power in both areas — namely, the rooms around
the throne room. Kempinski had already noted the great similarity between the central part
of the palace of Kabri and that of the Alalakh VII palace, possibly related to a Mesopotamian
prototype such as Mari. 44 In these palaces, a central court leads through a series of vestibules to
a ceremonial room; at Kabri, according to Kempinski, this was room 611, which was decorated
with the Minoan-style painted fresco floor. In addition, the position of the staircases was found
in both palaces in close proximity to the ceremonial rooms. At Mari, these led to the royal
private suites on the second floor.45 We postulate that the same situation probably existed at
Kabri.
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A further glimpse into the power politics practiced by the Kabri rulership can be seen
in a locally-made serpentine cylinder seal (Pl. XLIIa).46 Found in room 603, it depicts a row
of couching captives, their hands bound behind their backs. Such imagery of victory and
vanquished enemies was no doubt borrowed from Egyptian prototypes. 47
Another example of imported elite ideology was discovered at Kabri within Tomb 984,
dating to the MB IIA period. Within this tomb was found a cylinder seal carved in the Syrian
style of the 18th century BCE, depicting an elite couple (possibly rulers?) making an offering to
the goddess Ishtar.48
Belonging to a Mediterranean Narrative
It seems permissible, therefore, to hypothesize that the landscape of the kingdom of
Kabri, as well as its fortification and its palace architecture, and even the seal iconography,
reflects a typical Middle Bronze Age Syro-Canaanite type of rulership. If so, why did the ruler
of Kabri choose to break the region's deep-rooted artistic tendency toward an iconographic
tradition which centered around the king, and to choose instead an Aegean iconographic style
in which kingship is either absent or is portrayed in a notoriously elusive manner in both wall
paintings and floor decoration?
Aren Maeir has described several gateway sites in the Levant during the Middle Bronze
Age. The most important of these were Hazor and Tell el-Dab'a.49 Hazor, located in the northeastern Galilee, was thought to be the most important trade gateway junction in Palestine,
perhaps including even southern Syria and northern Transjordan. 50 Its role was crucial in
international trading routes running from Mesopotamia, especially the site of Mari, to both
Syria and northern Palestine. Similarly, Tell el-Dab'a was the most important gateway in the
south, a point of entry for goods going to and coming from Egypt.
Kabri was quite possibly the main gateway on the northern coast of Israel, and may
have been the most powerful coastal polity besides the southern polity of Ashkelon. 51 The
vast quantities of Cypriot pottery found at Kabri, and in neighboring sites such as Tel Aphek
(Kurdani), as well as the harbor at Acco, show that it was also connected to maritime trade, 52
unlike Hazor. However, despite its prominent position on the southern Levantine littoral,
Kabri was but a secondary player compared to the huge international powers of Hazor and
Tell el-Dab'a.
Therefore, the king of Kabri is unlikely to have had the means to acquire and commission
the highest forms of Syrian art, as did the ruler of Hazor. Nor could he compete with the
resources of a kingdom such as Hazor, which had a center more than twice the size of Kabri
(ca. 80 ha.) and with "old money" (centuries-old wealth) resulting from continuous trade with
Mesopotamia.
Similarly, the king of Kabri did not have direct access to all the artistic riches of Egypt,
as did the Hyksos rulers,53 nor to the immense wealth of the trading port at Avaris in the Nile
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Delta, conquered by Kamose with "...hundreds of ships of fresh cedar wood filled with gold,
lapis, silver, turquoise...". 54
Since he could not defeat, or compete with, the other rulers in their own playground, the
main venue left for attracting the attention of his peers was to innovate, and one way to do this
was to abandon the traditional milieu of Syrian and Egyptianized artistic tradition. The choice
in Aegean art was therefore deliberate — obviously so — and demonstrates contacts which most
other polities did not have. Since Kabri was a secondary power, its king probably could not
commission one of the top Knossian fresco artists, as Thutmose III may have done at Tell elDab'a. Nor, we believe, would he have been able to get such artists as a diplomatic gift,55 as
other more powerful rulers were able to do.
The close resemblance of the Kabri fresco to that of the West House in Santorini, as
noted already by Niemeier and Niemeier, 56 may point us to the origin of the artist. We agree
with Negbi, who has suggested that a Cycladic artisan was responsible for painting the Kabri
palace. 57 Commissioning such an artist with his island iconography, 58 even one who may have
decorated the houses of the wealthy on Thera, Kea or elsewhere, would have required far
less political leverage than would have been needed for Knossian artisans. This hypothesized
Cycladic artist may even have been itinerant, 59 perhaps recruited through Cypriot middlemen
trading with Kabri.
Traveling Epics and Miniature Art

Epics travel well in the ancient Near East, as the Egyptian legend of Astarte and the
tribute of the Sea, a legend with Ugaritic or even Hurrian ancestry,60 shows, or the Epic of
Gilagamesh, copies of which have been found from Mesopotamia to Megiddo.61
Similarly, miniature narrative art, possibly relating to an early epic tradition, had a great
appeal: it could serve as a unifying epos or epic cycle in the time of extended colonization and
diaspora, for instance on Crete, Kea, and Santorini during the LM IA period, and it served
somewhat as a membership card to a Mediterranean club of members who shared this tradition
— a club which extended from the northern Cyclades to Crete and perhaps beyond.
Malkin has demonstrated how familiar experiences may result in a desire to share a myth.
During the 8th and 7th centuries BCE, both Etruscans and Greeks were foreigners in Campania,
being settlers and traders: "The colonial situation had lent itself to the application of myth to
the new lands and newly encountered peoples. Greek myths of origin and travel seeped into
Etruscan culture, perhaps among guest friends, together with the wine drunk at aristocratic
symposia"62 The Etruscans embraced the image of Odysseus as UTUSE,63 possibly as early as
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the 7th century BCE. West Greek narrative art, as the Aristonothos krater from Carea, 64 carried
themes of epic poetry into the feasts of the Etruscan elite, and later into local iconography.
Similarly, the accompanying or underlying story to the Kabri fresco, perhaps told by
the artist himself, undoubtedly dealt with sea voyages and coastal towns, and was one which
would have been dear to the heart of a ruler of a coastal polity. Although the ruler of Kabri
was not shown explicitly in the Aegean narrative fresco, or at least in the fragments which have
been found so far, there would have been more than enough compensation in the landscapes
portrayed. Supporting a narrative in a Mediterranean setting, the landmarks in the frescoes
may well have struck a familiar cord in the hearts of the Canaanite observers: whitish-gray
mountains, similar to the rugged limestone landscape so common in the upper Galilee; hills
of reddish soil, similar to the terra rosa of the upper Galilee, which is deposited on hard
limestone; 65 and reeds, similar to those in the marshes of the Na'aman. Even a coastal town
could have been compared to Nahariya, Acco, or Akhziv, while the protruding beams on the
roofs and below the windows are also features found in the monumental architecture of the
Levant, as evident from a temple model from Megiddo stratum VlI. 66
In reminding the commissioning ruler, as well as his select audience, of different parts of
his kingdom, the wall painting at Kabri may also have stated a narrative of its own: that of the
landscapes of a great kingdom to be, its center firmly anchored in the very rooms where the
fresco was painted.
Eric H. CLINE and Assaf YASUR-LANDAU
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